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Pro Motion Hockey Named Preferred Skill Development Partner by Team
Maryland
Columbia, MD / Rockville, MD (October 25, 2021) - Team Maryland, the Premier Tier 1
Hockey program in the DMV, announced today that Pro Motion Hockey has become a Preferred
Hockey Skill Development & Training Partner of Team Maryland.
The long-term partnership is designed to continue the growth of hockey in Maryland and will
focus on Mentorship & Skill Development for hockey players in the DMV. The mission is to build
a curriculum-based program that will enhance the fundamental skill sets of hockey players in the
area so local hockey programs develop deeper talent pools and continue to thrive.
“We are committed to building the Top Tier 1 hockey program in the country and we believe we
can achieve our goal if we have a laser focus on Hockey Skill Development. We believe the
partnership with Pro Motion Hockey leverages our respective strengths and provides a unique
opportunity to not only enhance the skill sets of current Team Maryland players but also other
players in the DMV who have aspirations of playing with Team Maryland in the future” said Mike
Weiss (President of Team Maryland)
Pete LeBoutillier (Managing Partner of Pro Motion Hockey) “We are thrilled to have the
opportunity to impact the boys and girls who play hockey for Team Maryland and other
organizations in the DMV. Our mission is to create an environment where hockey players stay in
the area to pursue their hockey dreams. Our long-term approach of Skill Development,
Mentorship and Player Promotion is designed to develop and promote the aspirations of local
hockey players with dreams of pursuing their careers beyond youth hockey.
ABOUT TEAM MARYLAND

Team Maryland is the Premier Hockey Tier 1 Hockey program in the DMV. The organization
has teams which compete at various levels of youth hockey from Pee Wee Minor (10 years old)
to Midget Major (18 & under) Visit www.teammaryland.com for further information.
ABOUT PRO MOTION HOCKEY

Pro Motion Hockey is a Hockey Skill Development and Mentoring Company. Pro Motion Hockey
was created to teach and provide guidance to the next generation of hockey players in the
DMV. Visit www.pro-motionhockey.com for further information.
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